Style Name
SPLITPIG
Style Number
R2002026
Overview
The SPLITPIG is the WARPIG shape that breaks in half so you can walk
up mountains and thrash every feature on the way down. It’s got the
flex of a WARPIG with a Carbon Race Base and a little bit of camber for
the climb. Featuring a brushed nylon topsheet to reduce weight while
shedding snow. The split core features a Slimewall® center sidewall for
maximum vibration damping. The Channel Binding Mounting System
allows for more stance options and a much easier setup than standard
split inserts, which limit stance options. The SPLITPIG comes with
Pomoca Climb 2.0 skins custom fit to the shape and a canted binding
mounting puck that works with some split bindings on the market.
Forget custom-cutting your skins and we’ll cut to the chase: The
SPLITPIG will allow you to access more off-piste locations in the
mountains
Design
Tapered Directional Hybrid Camber
Response
Medium
Sizes
S, L
Tagline
Warpig Telemark SKIS!
Pricing
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Style Name
SUPERPIG
Style Number
R2102006
Overview
The SUPERPIG infuses high-end tech into our best-selling WARPIG
shape for an elite all-mountain deck. If you find yourself seeking out
something big and bad, avoid the other pigs and take shelter with the
SUPERPIG, because this board is built like a brick shithouse. The
SUPERPIG is the same shape as the WARPIG, just with a lot more tech
and a little bit of camber. Size the SUPERPIG down 6 to 10cm’s from
your standard size because of its innovative shape. The SUPERPIG
rides like a very angry WARPIG. This board is made for the demanding
rider that wants the aggressive thrash style of the WARPIG with camber
and a little more stiffness. Don't let the shape fool you—this board will
go anywhere and do anything. Of course, it will still ride powder with its
short, wide shape, but you'll be really impressed at how fast the
SUPERPIG goes from edge to edge on hardpack and the pop the
camber provides. A Tapered Bi-Radial Sidecut maximizes grip and
maintains speed in all conditions. Carbon Infused Glass provides extra
pop and new Carbon Slim Walls reduce weight, increase damping, and
increases energy transfer to enhance response and stability. Carbon
Array 5™ provides extra pop without adding stiffness while the low
friction Race Base is made from a carbon-infused sintered base
material to ensure a fast ride.
Design
Tapered Directional Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Park/Groomers/Pow
Response
Aggressive
Sizes
XS, S, M, L, XL
Tagline
Live life high on the hog with this high-end snowboard that tackles
every type of terrain
Pricing
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Style Name
WARPIG
Style Number
R2102007
Overview
The Warpig evolved. The 2021 Warpig features all new Slim Wall
technology. Slim Wall is the evolution of Ride’s Roll-in Construction to
its most extreme limit. By creating a fully 3-D composite structure over
our proprietary Slimewall® material, this revolutionary technology
results in more efficient energy transfer, lighter weight constructions,
and even better damping. The WARPIG shape has won multiple
snowboard tests for both all-mountain and freestyle categories, which
is a rare feat in modern snowboarding. The versatility of the WARPIG is
unmatched. This board will allow you to lay down carves, hit huge
jumps and ride big mountain lines. The WARPIG sees the entire
mountain as an opportunity to thrash at full speed. A Tapered Bi-Radial
Sidecut maximizes grip and allows the WARPIG to transition from
edge-to-edge like a traditional narrow snowboard while getting the float
and stability of a wider modern deck. A Performance™ Core combines
Aspen, Bamboo, and Paulownia wood to provide the perfect balance of
strong and light. The WARPIG is a battle-tested all-mountain board for
intermediate to advanced riders who aspire to crack the skull of winter
and feast on its delicious pink insides.
Design
Tapered Directional Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers/Pow
Response
Medium
Sizes
XS, S, M, L, XL
Tagline
The hog is fat and ready for slaughter. Let’s EAT!
Pricing
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Style Name
BENCHWARMER
Style Number
R2102027
Overview
The all new Benchwarmer is an aggressive twin shape suited to riders
seeking hardpack performance in the park. The Benchwarmer offers
our most aggressive camber profile for the riders demanding a precise
and crisp ride. The Benchwarmer is at home on the big line of the park
and on firm snow. The Twin Hybrid Camber provides stability for
jumping as well as aggressive high-speed turns. Asymmetric shaping
improves heelside turn initiation and control with different radii for the
heel and toeside edges. Carbon Array 3™ gives you extra pop without
adding stiffness. New Carbon Slim Walls reduce weight, increase
damping, increase energy transfer and enhance response stability and
durability. The Benchwarmer is a performance-focused twin suited for
intermediate to advanced riders looking for hard snow performance in a
snappy, predictable twin shape.
Design
Asymmetrical Twin Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Aggressive
Sizes
142, 147, 151, 155, 159, 154W,157W, 161W
Tagline
If you’re looking for a park and freestyle board for this winter, The
Benchwarmer will step up and become a starter in your quiver
Pricing
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Style Name
PSYCHOCANDY
Style Number
R2102015
Overview
The PSYCHOCANDY has additional sizes this year to accommodate all
riders. The shape is based on the innovative WARPIG, so the board is
designed to be ridden 3 to 6 cms shorter than your standard board and
approaches the mountain with the same ideology attitude that the
WARPIG is known for. A Tapered Bi-Radial Sidecut maximizes grip and
allows the PSYCHOCANDY to maintain speed in all conditions. Carbon
Slimewalls® enhance response and stability. The PSYCHOCANDY is a
directional all-mountain board designed to ride like a WARPIG so you
can tackle any and all terrain the mountain has to offer, be it park, pipe,
pow or slush.
Design
Tapered Directional Rocker
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Medium
Sizes
138, 142, 146, 150, 154, 158
Tagline
WARPIG roots with a modern touch, the PSYCHOCANDY is an all-new
shape designed to take your riding to new heights
Pricing
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Style Name
ZERO
Style Number
R2102028
Overview
The all-new Zero is a unisex snowboard that knows no boundaries. It
can be ridden by anyone, anywhere, at any time, thanks to Twin Hybrid
Rocker and Asymmetrical Quadratic Sidecut. The timeless graphic is a
throwback to snowboarding’s days of classic, simple and unique look
but it’s packed with technology to mirror today’s landscape of
innovation, with features like Flat Kick Tips on the nose and tail and a
Performance™ Core to give you extra stability in the park and the
streets. A favorite of team riders Jill Perkins and Reid Smith, the Zero is
the next big thing in the RIDE line.
Design
Asymmetrical Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Medium
Sizes
142, 147, 151, 155, 159, 154W, 157W, 161W
Tagline
The Zero will enhance your park and freestyle riding in numerous ways
this winter
Pricing
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Style Name
TWINPIG
Style Number
R2102010
Overview
The TWINPIG got an upgrade! Now featuring all-new Slim Wall
technology for 2021. By creating a fully 3-D composite structure over
our proprietary Slimewall® material, this revolutionary technology
results in more efficient energy transfer, lighter weight constructions,
and even better damping underfoot. The TWINPIG is a twin version of
our most popular WARPIG model. Our engineering team took what we
liked about the versatility and aggression of the WARPIG and packaged
it in a twin shape for someone looking for more freestyle performance
while still approaching the mountain with a “thrash everything”
mentality that the PIG series is known for. Size the TWINPIG down 3 to
6 cms from your standard twin to take advantage of its unique shape
and profile. The TWINPIG isn't as wide as the WARPIG, but it's still
wider than a traditional twin shape. The asymmetrical shaping improves
heelside turn initiation and control with different radii for the heel and
toeside edges. This allows the wider platform to effortlessly transfer
between edges. A sintered base supplies a faster, more durable ride.
The TWINPIG is a park-focused deck that packs all the fun of our
WARPIG into a twin shape and is suitable for all ability levels.
Design
Asymmetrical Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers/Pow
Response
Mellow
Sizes
136, 142, 148, 151, 154, 157, 156W
Tagline
Twice the fun of a Warpig in a twin version of one of our best-selling
boards
Pricing
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Style Name
COMMISSIONER
Style Number
R2102001
Overview
The Commissioner is made for a rider that demands the ultimate highspeed performance. This board will go as fast as you want to without
flinching. From powder and groomers to chop and chunder, the
Commissioner will power through all of it. We've used every technology
available to make sure this board holds up to the most demanding
speed freaks on the mountain. A Tapered Elliptical Progressive Sidecut
allows for exceptional turn initiation and follow through. A laser cut
aluminum/carbon fiber topsheet increases high-speed control. A 100%
Paulownia core reduces weight and increases flex properties for
snappier turns. The low-friction Race Base is made from a carboninfused sintered base material to ensure a fast ride. The Commissioner
is designed for intermediate to high-level riders seeking high-speed allmountain terrain.
Design
Directional Hybrid Camber
Response
Aggressive
Sizes
153, 155, 158, 162, 165, 157W
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Tagline
A do-it-all snowboard for the rider who charges on the hill and off
Pricing
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Style Name
MTNPIG
Style Number
R2102002
Overview
The MTNPIG is completely redesigned for 2021. The new MTNPIG has
been reshaped to keep the best parts of the previous design but to be a
little more forgiving and quicker like it’s pig brethren. The addition of the
new split tail tech allows for more dynamic turn shape and board flex
through turns. Still the most aggressive of the Pig series boards. The
MTNPIG is designed for high speed turns. Ride the MTNPIG in your
standard board length—unlike the rest of the Pig series, we don't
suggest sizing down on this model. The half-moon split tail shape helps
it sink in deep snow while providing a long effective edge, increasing
overall edge hold for sketchy situations. Tapered Linear Quadratic
sidecut allows for smooth turn initiation and powerful support through
the turn without losing grip. Carbon Slim Walls reduce weight, increase
damping, increase energy transfer to enhance response and stability
while Carbon-Infused Glass provides extra pop. The MTNPIG is running
wild and fast through the mountains, growing fat on powder, and should
only be approached by an advanced rider.
Design
Tapered Directional Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Aggressive
Sizes
155, 159, 162, 160W, 164W
Tagline
Makin’ bacon in any and all terrain on a board that specializes in speed
and stability
Pricing
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Style Name
ALGORHYTHM
Style Number
R2102003
Overview
The Algorythm quickly turned into a team and staff favorite at Ride. The
versatility of this shape is unmatched. This high-end all-mountain
Directional Twin Hybrid Rocker stick is designed to do everything. From
park jumps to pow lines to high speed groomers, this board won't
disappoint. The Algorythm will feel comfortable and familiar to
snowboarders looking to up their game. Quadratic Sidecut improves
turn initiation/exit and edge grip. A Performance™ Core combines
Aspen, Bamboo, and Paulownia wood to provide the perfect balance of
strong and light while Carbon Array 5™ provides extra pop without
adding stiffness. This high-end all-mountain directional twin is far
superior to some one-trick pony freestyle snowboard.
Design
Directional Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers/Pow
Response
Medium
Sizes
151, 154, 157, 161, 155W, 160W, 164W
Tagline
Solve all your shredding problems with The Algorythm with this allmountain board
Pricing
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Style Name
BERZERKER
Style Number
R2102004
Overview
The Berzerker is designed by one of the world’s smoothest
snowboarders, Jake Blauvelt. Jake wanted a board that matched his
smooth and effortless style in all terrain and conditions. You'll be
impressed at how smooth the transition between turns is because of
the tip rocker and a small amount of taper in the tail that improves
edge-to-edge speed and float in powder. The Tapered Quadratic
Sidecut has been enhanced to improve stability and edge hold. Carbon
Slimerods® 2.0 have carbon for pop and a urethane core to smooth out
the landings. The Berzerker is built for an all-mountain rider looking for
performance. Like a Viking longship, the Berzerker is designed to sail in
the shallows or plow through the deep, cut through ice, and take you to
snowboard Valhalla. Pay attention to the waist width, because the
standard sizes run a bit narrow and are optimized for a smaller boot.
The wide sizes are more mid-wide, providing a good option for the size
11, 12 or 13 boots out there. If you've got a bigger foot or prefer a wider
ride, check out the Algorythm or Pig Series.
Design
Tapered Directional Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Aggressive
Sizes
153, 156, 159, 162, 165, 160W, 163W, 167W
Tagline
Our flagship model designed in collaboration with Jake Blauvelt is the
only snowboard you need for every type of riding condition.
Pricing
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Style Name
BURNOUT
Style Number
R2102005
Overview
The Burnout does its dirty work in the park and streets. The unique
sidecut design—boasting a straighter tip and tail radius blended with an
aggressive mid-section—allows the rider to track straight in and out of
features but still lay down a carve when needed. This board is designed
to meet the needs of the modern freestyle rider. The Linear Twin
Sidecut design paired with Flat Kick Tips increases underfoot width,
enhances leverage on landings, increases edge hold through turns and
improves stability on a flat base. Carbon Slimewalls® enhance
response and stability without adding stiffness. The Burnout is a highend twin for an intermediate to advanced rider looking to avoid the
stress and frustration commonly associated with riding the same old
high-end freestyle shape.
Design
Twin Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Medium
Sizes
149, 152, 155, 158, 154W, 157W
Tagline
Light up the streets and the park on our tested and proven freestyle
stick
Pricing
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Style Name
SMOKESCREEN
Style Number
R2102023
Overview
The all-new Smokescreen is catered to the rider who wants to take their
all-mountain skills to the next level without sacrificing anything in
engineering innovation. The Directional Hybrid Rocker board comes
equipped with Tapered Elliptical Progressive Sidecut to smooth out
turns initiated with speed and Slimewalls® to reduce vibration and
dampen all the conditions that Mother Nature can throw your way. A
Sintered, Stone Ground base sucks up wax to keep you mobbing all
winter and Carbon Array 3™ gives you plenty of pop if there’s an
obstacle you prefer to ollie instead of going around it. This board is all
the smoke in every way and it’s ripe for the rippin’ this winter.
Design
Tapered Directional Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Medium
Sizes
153, 155, 158, 162, 165, 157W
Tagline
Don’t be blinded by other directional boards on the market. Check out
the new Smokescreen for your all-mountain riding needs.
Pricing
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Style Name
WILDLIFE
Style Number
R2102011
Overview
The Wildlife is a do-everything directional board. The directional hybrid
camber profile allows for snap and response. The rocker in the nose
allows for effortless turn initiation and float in soft snow. The Quadratic
Sidecut improves stability and edge hold. Slimewalls® provide a
smoother ride by damping out high-speed vibrations and increasing
durability. Topless construction improves durability and reduces weight.
The softer flex and rocker profile give this board a versatile, allmountain ride, suitable for all levels of riders.
Design
Directional Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Mellow
Sizes
151, 154, 157, 160, 163, 158W, 161W, 166W
Tagline
Live life on the wild side with this all-terrain directional snowboard
Pricing
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Style Name
KINK
Style Number
R2102012
Overview
The Kink is a street machine. Designed with a focus on predictability
and durability for urban and park riding, the KINK is at home on
handrails and jibs. The Kink is the board of choice for Jed Anderson
and many team riders when riding in the street. Jed provided the
graphics on this year's Kink, giving it a unique, poppy look on the
topsheet and base for a little personality underfoot from one of the
greatest of all time. Twin Hybrid Camber has camber underfoot for pop
and smooth turn initiation with a minimal amount of rocker at the tipfor
predictable catch-free performance. A Quadratic Sidecut provides
predictability and edge hold. Slimewalls® and Cleave Edge™ provide a
smoother ride and increased durability. The sintered base is harder and
more durable. The Kink is a board designed for modern freestyle and
street performance.
Design
Twin Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Mellow
Sizes
147, 151, 155, 154W, 158W
Tagline
The go-to snowboard for Ride’s rail squad, The Kink can handle any
and all metropolitan terrain with ease
Pricing
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Style Name
MANIC
Style Number
R2102013
Overview
The Manic is designed to take on the entire mountain. The Directional
Hybrid Rocker shape has camber between the bindings for snap and
control with rocker at the tip and tail, providing effortless turn initiation
and performance. The Quadratic Sidecut improves turn initiation/exit
and edge grip. Slimewalls® provide a smooth ride and increased
durability. Linear Carbon is positioned below the core for snap and ollie
power without added stiffness. The softer flex of the Manic makes it a
solid all-mountain board for beginner to intermediate riders.
Design
Directional Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Mellow
Sizes
151, 154, 157, 160, 163, 158W, 161W
Tagline
Tackle any and all terrain on this directional hybrid camber beauty
Pricing
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Style Name
AGENDA
Style Number
R2102014
Overview
The Agenda is a lot of board for the value. Designed with progression in
mind, the Agenda’s Twin Hybrid Rocker has camber between the
bindings for snap and control with rocker at the tip and tail, providing
effortless turn initiation and performance. Slimewalls® provide a
smooth ride and increased durability. A Foundation™ Core features tipto-tail Aspen for proven durability that retains pop and flex. The Agenda
is designed with a softer flex to allow beginner to intermediate riders to
focus on progression all over the mountain.
Design
Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Mellow
Sizes
149, 152, 155, 158, 154W, 157W, 161W
Tagline
Take your riding to the next level on a board that will help your riding
but won’t hurt your wallet
Pricing
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Style Name
MAGIC STICK
Style Number
R2102016
Overview
The Magic Stick is designed for all-mountain performance. The tapered
directional hybrid shape will ensure float in softer snow, while providing
stability on harder snow. The camber between the bindings provides
snap and response and the slightly longer nose has more rocker than
the narrower tail, which both provide float and control in all conditions.
A Tapered Bi-Radial sidecut provides effortless turn initiation and a
smooth and stable turn/exit. Slimewalls® provide a smooth ride and
increase durability underfoot. Carbon Array 3™ provides extra pop and
control without adding stiffness. The Magic Stick is a mid-flexing allmountain shape for the most demanding women riders.
Design
Tapered Directional Hybrid Camber
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Medium
Sizes
143, 147, 151, 154
Tagline
A tapered, directional hybrid shape emphasizing speed, durability and
versatility
Pricing
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Style Name
SATURDAY
Style Number
R2102017
Overview
The Saturday is a twin shape that is at home anywhere on the
mountain. The hybrid rocker profile provides camber between your
bindings for snap and control and rocker at the tip and tail for catchfree riding and float. A Quadratic Sidecut improves turn initiation and
exit as well as edge grip. Slimewalls® provide a smooth ride and
increase durability by absorbing impact. Carbon Array 3™ provides
extra pop and control without adding stiffness. The Saturday is a midflexing twin built for the intermediate to advanced riders that want one
board for all conditions.
Design
Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Medium
Sizes
142, 146, 150, 154
Tagline
Every day on The Saturday is a weekend
Pricing
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Style Name
COMPACT
Style Number
R2102018
Overview
The Compact is built for all-mountain performance. The directional
hybrid rocker provides camber underfoot for snap and response with a
long, rockered nose for float and turn initiation. Quadratic Sidecut
improves turn initiation, exit and edge grip as well. Slimewalls® offer up
a smoother ride and increase durability by absorbing impact. Roll-In
sidewall construction increases board strength and reduces board
weight. The Compact is a soft-flexing directional all-mountain board
that allows riders of all ability levels to have fun on the mountain.
Design
Directional Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Groomers/Pow
Response
Mellow
Sizes
138, 142, 146, 150, 154
Tagline
A softer flexing, directional board that can ride the entire mountain on
any given day
Pricing
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Style Name
HEARTBREAKER
Style Number
R2102019
Overview
The Heartbreaker is made for all-mountain progression. The twin hybrid
rocker combines camber underfoot with rocker at the tip and tail for the
perfect combination of snap and easy turn initiation. A Quadratic
Sidecut improves turn initiation, exit and edge grip. Slimewalls®
provide a smooth ride and increase durability by absorbing impact. The
Heartbreaker is a soft-flexing all-mountain board for riders of all ability.
Design
Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers
Response
Mellow
Sizes
139, 143, 147, 150
Tagline
The Heartbreaker will pump energy back into your riding
Pricing
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Style Name
ZERO JR
Style Number
R2102024
Overview
For little tykes that wanna go big, the Zero Jr. is a Twin Hybrid Rocker
board that aims to reduce edge catching, make it easier to initiate turns
so they can get the hang of the edge-to-edge transition of riding
groomers and soften the vibrations that can cause kids to fall. Packed
with similar construction as our adult-size Zero model, the Zero Jr. is
the perfect way to introduce your little one to riding or let them take it to
the next level if they have their feet solidly under them after a few
winters on the hill.
Design
Asymmetrical Twin Hybrid Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers/Pow
Response
Mellow
Sizes
135, 142, 147
Tagline
Half the size but twice the technology of other kids’ boards on the
market
Pricing
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Style Name
LOWRIDE
Style Number
R2002023
Overview
Twin Rocker provides a stable platform for young riders to progress
while a Quadratic Sidecut improves turn initiation, exit and overall edge
grip. Board flex is optimized for small children allowing for easy turn
initiation. The Lowride is a kid’s board for riders focused on progression
and durability.
Design
Twin Rocker
Specialty
Park/Groomers/Pow
Response
Mellow
Sizes
75, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130
Tagline
On the Lowride, take it easy. Or send it!
Pricing
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TRIDENT

THE 92

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5,
12, 13

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13
Colors
Black

Tagline
A boot for any foot in any conditions with maximum adjustability,
extreme durability and comfort to boot

Feel
6

Colors
Black

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Feel
9

Product Description:
The ’92 is a classic, timeless boot rooted in RIDE’s heritage as one
of the world’s most influential brands. Fitted with our Intuition™
Mobile Wrap Liner and the H4 BOA® Tongue Tied™ Focus Fit
System, which provides a two-zone precise fit system for ultimate
heel hold. Tongue Tied™ delivers a secure fit in the ankle and
eliminates the need for a traditional harness. Flex Slime Tongue™
provides improved rebound and damping while driving flex to the
articulation zone. Michelin® Fiberlite Sole combines rubber with a
+Slime Midsole for traction and cushioning. The ’92 is suited for
high-end freestyle riding and designed to maintain a freestyle flex.

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 5-13 (4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)
Product Description:
Fitted with new Intuition™ Trap Wrap Liner and the new Tongue
Tied™ Hybrid Harness system combined with The Closer™.
Tongue Tied™ delivers a secure micro-adjustable fit in the ankle
and eliminates the need for a traditional harness while fiber
Reinforced Flex Slime Tongue™ provides rebound and damping.
The new Michelin® Traverse Outsole ensures that your boot won’t
slip around while strapped in or walking from your car to the lift in
an icy parking lot. The Trident features a triple BOA® Fit System
and a stiff flex for response and all-mountain performance for the
rider who demands more from their footwear.

BLACK
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BLACK

INSANO

LASSO PRO

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13
Tagline
A staple in the Ride boot line just got better

Tagline
It’s all in the name…The Insano is mind-bendingly durable,
responsive and supportive

Colors
Black, Grey

Colors
Black, White

Feel
8

Feel
10

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 7.5) (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 7.5, 14-17) (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Product Description:
The Lasso Pro is fitted with Intuition™ Support Trap Wrap Liner
which evenly distributes pressure throughout the inner of the boot
while locking in your foot. The H4 BOA® Coiler provides a uniform
fit while our Michelin® Fiberlite Sole combines rubber with a
+Slime Midsole for traction and cushioning. The Lasso Pro is a
stiffer flexing boot that offers a responsive ride with a hassle-free fit
system that also comes in a wide option and it’s catered to riders
looking for all-mountain hold, response and durability in any and all
conditions.

Product Description:
The Insano is quite literally how the name describes it. Fitted with
our Intuition™ Center Tongue Dream Liner and the all-new H4
BOA® Focus Fit System, which provides a two-zone precise fit
system for ultimate heel hold and stability. Fiber Reinforced Flex
Slime Tongue™ provides rebound and damping. The new
Michelin® Traverse Outsole emphasizes grip and response
underfoot, and coupled with the fact that the Insano is the stiffest
boot in our line, this thing is built for all-mountain response all the
time.

BLACK

WHITE

BLACK

GREY
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LASSO PRO WIDE

FUSE

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13
Tagline
A Ride team favorite is packed with technology to form the boot to
your foot and give you maximum comfort while lapping
Colors
Black, Shoeburt
Feel
8
Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 7.5)(8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)
Product Description:
There’s a reason that the Fuse is a unanimous team-favorite year
after year, and that’s because it’s fitted with our Intuition™ Mobile
Trap Wrap Liner and it offers the options of a traditional lace
coupled with the new Tongue Tied™ Hybrid Harness for supreme
comfort and hold. A Flex Slime Tongue™ provides rebound and
damping to ease out any chop or bumps you may be riding and
lets you focus on form with less distractions. The Rubber Toe Cap
reduces boot profile increases durability and the Michelin®
Fiberlite Sole combines rubber with a +Slime Midsole for traction
and cushioning. The Fuse is a stiffer flexing freestyle boot that
riders of all ability levels will love.

BLACK

BLACK

SHOEBURT
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BLACK

DEADBOLT ZONAL

LASSO

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14, 15

Tagline
The Deadbolt is a tough-as-nails boot that centers around
durability, comfort and stability

Tagline
Comfort, ease, and performance are the keys to The Lasso’s
lasting success over the years

Colors
Black, Grey

Colors
Black, Olive, Bleached, Mutated

Feel
7

Feel
7

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 14, 15) (7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Product Description:
The Deadbolt is packed with technology to make your life on-hill a
tad easier, like an Intuition™ Support Foam Liner, our new BOA®
Zonal Fit System for extra hold and a Michelin® Summit Sole that
combines rubber and phylon for lightweight performance and
infinite traction. The Deadbolt is a responsive all-mountain freestyle
boot that combines comfort and support while allowing you to
focus on what matters most, and that’s progressing your riding.

Product Description:
Similar to the Lasso Pro but for the rider who’s looking for a little
more flex in their pursuit of freestyle perfection, the Lasso comes
with the H4 BOA® Coiler Fit System to ensure a strong and even
hold while your foot is in the boot along with BOA® Tongue Tied™
which delivers a secure, micro-adjustable fit in the ankle and
eliminates the need for a traditional harness. Also, our Waffle Flex
Sole combines rubber with a +Slime midsole for durable trThe
Anchor is designed for high-performance freestyle riding for those
that want a traditional lace boot that is softer flexing than the Fuse.
Fitted with Intuition™ Mobile Wrap Liner for ultimate and even
hold, a traditional lace with our BOA® Tongue Tied™ Fit System
which is a perfect blend of traditional and modern boot technology.
Tongue Tied™ delivers a secure micro-adjustable fit in the ankle
and eliminates the need for a traditional harness. Our Waffle Flex
Sole combines rubber with a +Slime Midsole for durable traction
and comfort while the internal shank adds support. The Anchor is a
medium-stiff flexing freestyle snowboard boot that can handle any
and all terrain in front of you.action and comfort, making the Lasso
a must-have medium-stiff flexing boot that offers any rider a
responsive feel with a hassle-free fit system.

BLACK

GREY
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LASSO

ANCHOR

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

Tagline
Comfort, ease, and performance are the keys to The Lasso’s
lasting success over the years

Tagline
The Anchor helps keep you locked in to what you really wanna
do…Ride a traditional lace boot and get the most life out of it year
after year

Colors
Black, Olive, Bleached, Mutated

Colors
Black, Grey/Purps

Feel
7

Feel
7

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 14, 15) (7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

OLIVE

BLEACHED
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Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 7.5) (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Product Description:
Similar to the Lasso Pro but for the rider who’s looking for a little
more flex in their pursuit of freestyle perfection, the Lasso comes
with the H4 BOA® Coiler Fit System to ensure a strong and even
hold while your foot is in the boot along with BOA® Tongue Tied™
which delivers a secure, micro-adjustable fit in the ankle and
eliminates the need for a traditional harness. Also, our Waffle Flex
Sole combines rubber with a +Slime midsole for durable trThe
Anchor is designed for high-performance freestyle riding for those
that want a traditional lace boot that is softer flexing than the Fuse.
Fitted with Intuition™ Mobile Wrap Liner for ultimate and even
hold, a traditional lace with our BOA® Tongue Tied™ Fit System
which is a perfect blend of traditional and modern boot technology.
Tongue Tied™ delivers a secure micro-adjustable fit in the ankle
and eliminates the need for a traditional harness. Our Waffle Flex
Sole combines rubber with a +Slime Midsole for durable traction
and comfort while the internal shank adds support. The Anchor is a
medium-stiff flexing freestyle snowboard boot that can handle any
and all terrain in front of you.action and comfort, making the Lasso
a must-have medium-stiff flexing boot that offers any rider a
responsive feel with a hassle-free fit system.

MUTATED

Product Description:
The Anchor is designed for high-performance freestyle riding for
those that want a traditional lace boot that is softer flexing than the
Fuse. Fitted with Intuition™ Mobile Wrap Liner for ultimate and
even hold, a traditional lace with our BOA® Tongue Tied™ Fit
System which is a perfect blend of traditional and modern boot
technology. Tongue Tied™ delivers a secure micro-adjustable fit in
the ankle and eliminates the need for a traditional harness. Our
Waffle Flex Sole combines rubber with a +Slime Midsole for
durable traction and comfort while the internal shank adds
support. The Anchor is a medium-stiff flexing freestyle snowboard
boot that can handle any and all terrain in front of you.

BLACK

GREY/PURPS

JACKSON

TRIAD

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14, 15

SIZES 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

Tagline
Loaded with technology and focusing on comfort, The Jackson is
an all-mountain boot at a great price

Tagline
The perfect blend of tech and traditional for the rider who wants a
great boot at an amazing price

Colors
Black, Grey, Solarised

Colors
Black, Slate

Feel
6

Feel
5

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 14, 15) (7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Product Description:
The Jackson is specifically designed for the rider who divides their
time on every part of the mountain. This boot thrives in an allmountain environment but as a mid-flexing boot, it’s equally adept
in the park or in pow. Equipped with our Intuition™ Support Foam
Liner for cush and comfort as well as our H4 BOA® Coiler Fit
System with Manual Tongue Tied™ that guarantees a firm heel
hold and a uniform fit, the Jackson is dripping with tech yet
designed in a timeless, classic fashion to ensure all your riding
needs are covered.

Product Description:
The Triad is an inexpensive medium flexing freestyle boot packed
with features. The new Manual Tongue Tied™ system couples well
with this traditional lacing boot for a perfect fit with our Intuition™
Mobile Foam Liner for comfort. Flex Lite 2.0 with +Slime Midsole
delivers impact absorption, stability, and traction. The Triad is a
medium flexing boot for the freestyle focused rider that prefers a
traditional lacing system.

BLACK

GREY

BLACK

SOLARISED

SLATE
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ANTHEM

ANTHEM

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14, 15

SIZES 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

Tagline
A medium flexing boot designed with all-mountain riding in mind

Tagline
A medium flexing boot designed with all-mountain riding in mind

Colors
Black, White, Olive

Colors
Black, White, Olive

Feel
5

Feel
5

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 14, 15) (7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (Black 14, 15) (7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Product Description:
The Anthem is made for progression. Don't let the price of this
boot fool you; it's packed with features and ready for whatever you
can throw at it. Fitted with an Intuition™ Plush Foam Liner and our
H4 BOA® Coiler Fit System, providing a uniform closure around
your foot. The Closer™ Lace Guide evens the lace tension across
the entire boot. Lock Down™ Turbo provides secure, no slack liner
lace hold. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime Midsole with rubber
pods for durability and traction. The Anthem is a medium flexing
boot for all-mountain riding.

Product Description:
The Anthem is made for progression. Don't let the price of this
boot fool you; it's packed with features and ready for whatever you
can throw at it. Fitted with an Intuition™ Plush Foam Liner and our
H4 BOA® Coiler Fit System, providing a uniform closure around
your foot. The Closer™ Lace Guide evens the lace tension across
the entire boot. Lock Down™ Turbo provides secure, no slack liner
lace hold. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime Midsole with rubber
pods for durability and traction. The Anthem is a medium flexing
boot for all-mountain riding.

BLACK

WHITE

KHAKI
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ROOK

ORION

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14, 15

SIZES 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13

Tagline
From first timers to diehard riders, The Rook is ready to strap in
and take you where you need to go comfortably

Tagline
An out-of-this world boot for a cheaper-than-most price tag
Colors
Black

Colors
Black

Feel
4

Feel
4

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-13 (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Sizes
U.S. Men’s 7-15 (8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5)

Product Description:
The Orion is packed with features that make it perform well above
its price tag. Fitted with an Intuition™ Plush Foam Liner, Traditional
Laces, and Lock Down™ Turbo, the Orion provides secure and
unison fit with comfort galore. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime
Midsole with rubber pods for durability and traction. The Orion is a
soft-flexing boot designed for beginner-to-intermediate riders.

Product Description:
The Rook is made for progression on a budget. Fitted with our
Intuition™ Plush Foam Liner and an H4 BOA® that provides a
quick and perfect fit. Lock Down™ Turbo provides a secure, no
slack liner lace hold. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime Midsole with
rubber pods for durability and traction. The Rook combines hasslefree fit with all-day comfort to take your riding to the next level.

BLACK

BLACK
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CADENCE

KARMYN ZONAL

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11

SIZES 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10

Tagline
Lock in step with the Ride ethos, The Cadence is an aggressive
boot that cuts its teeth on performance

Tagline
A medium-stiff boot designed for a snowboarder who knows no
bounds

Colors
Black

Colors
Black, Cowhide

Feel
8

Feel
6

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-10 (5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5,9.5)

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-10 (5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5)

Product Description:
The Cadence is not your ordinary snowboard boot; this boot is
made with performance in mind. The Cadence is perfect for the
rider that is looking for an aggressive, very stiff, comfortable
snowboard boot. This boot is designed for the rider that is focused
on precision and function. Fitted with our Intuition™ Dream Liner
and the H4 BOA® Focus Fit System, it provides a two-zone
precise fit system for ultimate control and comfort. Lock Down™
Turbo combined with the Transition Wrap Harness provides a
secure heel hold. C.A.T. technology allows for a custom fit in the
calf zone for increased comfort. The Cadence is a stiff, supportive
boot that will provide a responsive ride on all areas of the
mountain, and now with our new Michelin® Traverse Sole, the grip
is second to none. The Cadence is a stiff, supportive boot that will
provide a responsive ride on all areas of the mountain.

Product Description:
The brand new Karmyn Zonal is a boot packed with features that’s
a pleasure to look down and see on top of your board. Fitted with
our new BOA® Zonal Fit System, which is a dial-activated fit
system that allows for a precise closure in two zones, the Karmyn
Zonal will fit perfectly the first time you slip your foot into it. Our
Michelin® Summit Sole combines rubber and phylon for
lightweight performance. C.A.T. technology allows for a custom fit
in the calf zone for increased comfort. The Karmyn is designed as
a medium flexing freestyle snowboard boot for every rider out
there.

BLACK

BLACK

COWHIDE
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CONTEXT

HERA

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11

SIZES 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11

Tagline
A traditional lace up boot in high-end form for the rider that
demands perfection

Tagline
Stability, comfort and performance made The Hera come to life
Colors
Black, White, Mercury

Colors
Black, Purps

Feel
5

Feel
7

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-10 (Black 11) (5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5)

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-11 (5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5)

Product Description:
The Hera blends performance, comfort, and durability. At home
anywhere on the mountain, you won't be disappointed in the Hera.
Fitted with our Intuition™ Support Foam Liner and the H4 BOA®
Coiler Fit System, it provides a uniform fit while the BOA® Tongue
Tied™ Fit System delivers a secure fit in the ankle and eliminates
the need for a traditional harness. C.A.T. technology allows for a
custom fit in the calf zone for increased comfort while durable
rubber Jade Plus Sole with +Slime Heel Pod provides cushioning
and traction in all terrain. The Hera is a medium flexing boot
designed for all-mountain performance.

Product Description:
The Context is a high-end women's lace snowboard boot. The
traditional lacing system gives the rider the ability to lace their boot
exactly how they want it. Fitted with Intuition™ Mobile Wrap Liner
and mixed with a traditional lace and our BOA® powered Tongue
Tied™ Fit System, it’s snug and comfort at the highest level.
Tongue Tied™ delivers a secure fit in the ankle and eliminates the
need for a traditional harness. C.A.T. technology allows for a
custom fit in the calf zone for increased comfort. The Context is
designed as a stiffer flexing snowboard boot that is as at home in
the park as it is on a powder day. The Waffle Flex Sole combines
rubber with a +Slime Midsole for durable traction and comfort
while internal shank adds support. The Context is designed as a
stiffer flexing freestyle snowboard boot.

BLACK

PURPS

BLACK

WHITE

MERCURY
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SAGE

SAGE

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11

SIZES 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10

Tagline
Plush, stable and responsive, the Sage is a ridiculous value in a
snowboard boot

Tagline
Plush, stable and responsive, the Sage is a ridiculous value in a
snowboard boot

Colors
Black, Lilac, Teddy

Colors
Black, Lilac, Teddy

Feel
4

Feel
4

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-10 (Black 11) (5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5)

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-10 (Black 11) (5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5)

Product Description:
The Sage is made for comfort and ease of use. This boot will go
anywhere and keep your feet warm and comfortable all day long.
Fitted with Intuition™ Plush Foam Liners and the H4 BOA® Coiler
Fit System, which provides a uniform fit to your foot. The Closer™
Lace Guide evens the lace tension across the entire boot. C.A.T.
technology allows for a custom fit in the calf zone for increased
comfort. Lock Down™ Turbo provides secure, no slack liner lace
hold. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime Midsole with rubber pods for
durability and traction. The Sage is a medium flexing boot for riders
of all ability levels.

Product Description:
The Sage is made for comfort and ease of use. This boot will go
anywhere and keep your feet warm and comfortable all day long.
Fitted with Intuition™ Plush Foam Liners and the H4 BOA® Coiler
Fit System, which provides a uniform fit to your foot. The Closer™
Lace Guide evens the lace tension across the entire boot. C.A.T.
technology allows for a custom fit in the calf zone for increased
comfort. Lock Down™ Turbo provides secure, no slack liner lace
hold. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime Midsole with rubber pods for
durability and traction. The Sage is a medium flexing boot for
riders of all ability levels.

BLACK

LILAC

TEDDY
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BLACK

HARPER

NORRIS

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11

SIZES 9K, 10K, 11K, 12K, 13K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Tagline
Tons of tech at the right price, The Harper is a sneaky sick boot

Tagline
This might be the first boot a kid will ever wear, so make it count

Colors
Black

Colors
Black

Feel
3

Feel
2

Sizes
U.S. Women’s 5-11 (6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5)

Sizes
U.S. Kids 9k-5

Product Description:
The Harper is designed for progression. The Harper is packed with
features that are normally reserved for much more expensive
models. Fitted with our Intuition™ Plush Foam Liner and an H4
BOA®, the fit is on point and it’s super comfortable for all-day
ripping. Lock Down™ Turbo provides secure, no slack liner lace
hold. Grip Lite Sole combines +Slime Midsole with rubber pods for
durability and traction. The Harper is a soft-flexing boot designed
for comfort and progression.

Product Description:
The Norris is for the smallest snowboarders out there. Kid’s BOA®
Fit System provides a uniform fit. Die Cut EVA insole with size
shims to allow for one full size of boot growth for extra life out of
the boot and our Track Lite phylon sole provides lightweight
cushioning and traction. The Norris is a performance boot for
younger riders.

BLACK
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LASSO JR
Pricing
SIZES 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Tagline
Rope ‘em into it while they’re young with The Lasso Jr.’s endless
advantages
Colors
Black
Feel
3
Sizes
U.S. Youth 2-7
Product Description:
Fitted with our Intuition™ Plush Foam Liner because when it
comes to kids, keeping them comfortable and their foot cramp-free
is integral to their learning experience. Kid’s BOA® Fit System
provides a uniform fit and eliminates the confusing lacing system
while Lock Down™ Turbo provides secure, no slack liner lace hold.
Die Cut EVA insole with size shims to allow for one full size of boot
growth ensures you’ll get good life out of these kicks. Grip Lite
Sole combines +Slime Midsole with rubber pods for durability and
traction. The Lasso Jr. is a performance boot for younger riders.

BLACK
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BLACK

WHITE
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A-10

C-10

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES S, M, L

SIZES S, M, L

Tagline
Durable, lightweight, tech and responsive. The A-10 is a highperformance machine designed to level up your riding

Tagline
All of the bells and whistles of the A-10 in a forgiving, flexible and
durable composite frame

Colors
Black, White

Colors
Black, Skull

Feel
10

Feel
10

Sizes
S, M, L

Sizes
S, M, L

Product Description
The A-10 packs all of Ride's proprietary technology into the most
advanced binding in the world. This is our high-performance model
designed for the most demanding snowboarders and it is now
officially a unisex binding, due to a smaller chassis option for riders
of all foot sizes. The all new A-Series Aluminum Chassis provides
the reactive flex and power transfer of aluminum with less rigidity
than previous designs. The two-piece design allows for toe heel
centering and a perfect fit for every boot size. The Carbon
Slimeback™ Highback provides the response of carbon fiber with
the damping of urethane for unmatched performance. The ThreePiece Ankle Strap combines foam and two different density
plastics for comfort, durability, and performance, and it comes
equipped with an aluminum mount disc and a composite mount
disc for versatility. The aluminum disc will feel more aggressive
while the composite disc will allow the binding slightly more flex
underfoot. The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree
angle while providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your
board while the TPU basepad softens high-speed vibrations. The
A-10 is designed for high-end performance and a very precise ride.

Product Description
The C-10 packs all the features of our A-10 model into our new
composite platform. The C-Series Performance Chassis pairs an
aluminum heel cup with a glass filled nylon base tray and is now
offered in a smaller chassis size to make it a unisex binding. This
two-piece design allows for ultimate toe heel centering for the
perfect fit of any boot size. The aluminum heel cup provides the
feel and durability of aluminum where you need it, while the
composite tray offers a more damp and smooth ride than an
aluminum chassis. The Three-Piece Ankle Strap combines foam
and two different density plastics for comfort, durability, and
performance. The Carbon Slimeback™ Highback provides the
response of carbon fiber with the damping of urethane for
unmatched performance. Available with an aluminum mount disc
and a composite mount disc for versatility. The aluminum disc will
make the tray feel more precise, while the composite disc will
provide for more underfoot flexibility. The canted footbed aligns
your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing more leverage
over the tip and tail of your board. Integrated rubber pods make for
an even smoother ride. The C-10 is a high-performance binding for
the rider that prefers the response of carbon and the smooth feel
of a composite tray.

BLACK

SKULL

A-9

C-9

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES S, M, L

SIZES S, M, L

Tagline
A high-end binding in aluminum for lightweight response when you
need it most

Tagline
Mirroring the A-9 but in composite form, the C-9 is a high
performance binding for aggressive riders

Colors
Black, Faded

Colors
Black, White

Feel
9

Feel
9

Sizes
S, M, L

Sizes
S, M, L

Product Description
The A-9 is a binding made for the aggressive rider who wants
durability, response and aluminum to create a crisp feel underfoot
and take their riding to the next level. The A-Series Aluminum
Chassis is a staple in the Ride binding game while our new nylon
highback improves response and rigidity. The Three-Piece Ankle
Strap ensures that your foot won’t be sliding around when initiating
or exiting turns and the Canted Footbed with PODS technology is
cushy for all-day comfort at just the right cant to give your turns
the snap they need. If you’re looking for a high-end binding that
can so it all this winter, look no further than the A-9.

Product Description
Just like the A-9 except in composite form! The C-9 is for the rider
who rips everything in front of them but may not like the aluminum
offering of the A-9. It comes with all the same bells and whistles,
like a nylon highback, Three-Piece Ankle Atrap, a Minimalist Toe
Strap with Overmold, EVA basepad and Canted Footbeds with
PODS technology inside. The main difference between the C-9 and
the A-9 is the C-Series Performance Chassis which has enhanced
dampening properties, is durable and will make your winter
significantly better when strapped in. Check out the C-9 and step
into one of the best bindings we make.

BLACK

FADED

BLACK

WHITE
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BLACK

MINT
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A-8

A-8

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES M, L

SIZES M, L

Tagline
An all-mountain binding for the rider who wants to charge fast and
steep runs

Tagline
An all-mountain binding for the rider who wants to charge fast and
steep runs

Colors
Classic Black, Black, Mint, Thrash

Colors
Classic Black, Black, Mint, Thrash

Feel
8

Feel
8

Sizes
M, L

Sizes
M, L

Product Description
The A-8 is designed for all-mountain performance. This binding is
precise and aggressive for the snowboarder that demands the
most from their bindings. The Reversible Ankle Strap provides two
riding positions. Ride with the stiff part of the strap on the top for a
more aggressive feel or swap the straps so the soft part is on top
for more flexibility and lateral movement. The A-Series aluminum
chassis provides the reactive flex and power transfer of aluminum
with less rigidity than previous designs. The cored nylon highback
reduces weight while still providing a responsive ride. The canted
footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing
more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. Integrated rubber
PODS make for an even smoother ride and the TPU basepad
damps out high-speed vibrations. The A-8 is designed for an
advanced rider looking for all-mountain performance.

Product Description
The A-8 is designed for all-mountain performance. This binding is
precise and aggressive for the snowboarder that demands the
most from their bindings. The Reversible Ankle Strap provides two
riding positions. Ride with the stiff part of the strap on the top for a
more aggressive feel or swap the straps so the soft part is on top
for more flexibility and lateral movement. The A-Series aluminum
chassis provides the reactive flex and power transfer of aluminum
with less rigidity than previous designs. The cored nylon highback
reduces weight while still providing a responsive ride. The canted
footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing
more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. Integrated rubber
PODS make for an even smoother ride and the TPU basepad
damps out high-speed vibrations. The A-8 is designed for an
advanced rider looking for all-mountain performance.

CLASSIC BLACK

THRASH

BLACK

LIME

C-8

C-8

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES M, L

SIZES M, L

Tagline
Fluidity in form and function, the C-8 is a new vibe for Ride
bindings

Tagline
Fluidity in form and function, the C-8 is a new vibe for Ride
bindings

Colors
Classic Black, Black, Lime, Grey

Colors
Classic Black, Black, Lime, Grey

Feel
8

Feel
8

Sizes
M, L

Sizes
M, L

Product Description
The C-8 is an entirely new direction for Ride. We set out to design
the smoothest riding binding in the world and the C-8 did not
disappoint. The Urethane in the Slimeback™ Highback provides a
smooth ride and allows for maximum lateral mobility. The C-Series
Performance Chassis pairs an aluminum heelcup with a glass filled
nylon base tray. The aluminum heelcup provides the feel and
durability of aluminum where you need it while the composite tray
offers a damp and responsive ride. The Reversible Ankle Strap
provides two riding positions. Ride with the stiff part of the strap on
the top for a more aggressive feel or swap the straps so the soft
part is on top for more flexibility and lateral movement. The canted
footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing
more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. Integrated rubber
PODS make for an even smoother ride. The C-8 is designed for
high-end performance

Product Description
The C-8 is an entirely new direction for Ride. We set out to design
the smoothest riding binding in the world and the C-8 did not
disappoint. The Urethane in the Slimeback™ Highback provides a
smooth ride and allows for maximum lateral mobility. The C-Series
Performance Chassis pairs an aluminum heelcup with a glass filled
nylon base tray. The aluminum heelcup provides the feel and
durability of aluminum where you need it while the composite tray
offers a damp and responsive ride. The Reversible Ankle Strap
provides two riding positions. Ride with the stiff part of the strap
on the top for a more aggressive feel or swap the straps so the soft
part is on top for more flexibility and lateral movement. The canted
footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing
more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. Integrated rubber
PODS make for an even smoother ride. The C-8 is designed for
high-end performance

CLASSIC BLACK

GREY
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A-6

C-6

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES M, L

SIZES M, L

Tagline
The responsiveness of a high-performance binding mixed with the
lightness of aluminum

Tagline
Smooth, damp and light, the composite tray and aluminum
heelcup makes the C-6 a durable, responsive binding at an
incredibly affordable price

Colors
Black, White, Olive

Colors
Black, Scribble, Bleached

Feel
6

Feel
6

Sizes
M, L

Sizes
M, L

Product Description
The A-6 is designed for all around performance for the rider that
wants the responsive feel of aluminum underfoot. The Two-Piece
Ankle Strap contours to the shape of your boot and provides
durability without extra weight. Urethane in the Slimeback™
Highback provides a smooth ride and allows for maximum lateral
mobility. The A-Series Aluminum Chassis provides the reactive flex
and power transfer of aluminum with less rigidity than previous
designs. The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree
angle while providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your
board. Take this binding anywhere in any conditions. We promise it
won't disappoint.

Product Description
The C-6 is designed for all-around performance for the rider that
wants the smooth and damp feel of a composite tray underfoot.
The Two-Piece Ankle Strap contours to the shape of your boot and
provides durability without extra weight. Urethane in the
Slimeback™ Highback provides a smooth ride and allows for
maximum lateral mobility. The C-Series Performance Chassis pairs
an aluminum heelcup with a glass-filled nylon base tray. The
aluminum heelcup provides the feel and durability of aluminum
where you need it (heelside response) while the composite tray
offers a damp and responsive ride. The canted footbed aligns your
joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing more leverage over
the tip and tail of your board. Take this binding anywhere, any
conditions we promise it won't disappoint.

BLACK

WHITE
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BLACK

OLIVE

SCRIBBLE

BLEACHED

BLACK

A-4

A-4

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES M, L

SIZES M, L

Tagline
Affordability meets durability in the A-4

Tagline
Affordability meets durability in the A-4

Colors
Classic Black, Black, Mint

Colors
Classic Black, Black, Mint

Feel
4

Feel
4

Sizes
M, L

Sizes
M, L

Product Description
The A-4 is designed for the rider looking for high-end materials and
a high-performance all-mountain binding without breaking the
bank. The A-4 uses the same super responsive and lightweight
highback we've had in the past. The One-Piece Ankle Strap offers
performance and comfort without the extra bulk and weight. The
cored nylon highback is designed for responsiveness without the
additional weight. The A-Series Aluminum Chassis provides the
reactive flex and power transfer of aluminum with less rigidity than
previous designs. The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5
degree angle while providing more leverage over the tip and tail of
your board. If you are on a tight budget, but demand lightweight all
mountain performance, this is the binding for you.

Product Description
The A-4 is designed for the rider looking for high-end materials and
a high-performance all-mountain binding without breaking the
bank. The A-4 uses the same super responsive and lightweight
highback we've had in the past. The One-Piece Ankle Strap offers
performance and comfort without the extra bulk and weight. The
cored nylon highback is designed for responsiveness without the
additional weight. The A-Series Aluminum Chassis provides the
reactive flex and power transfer of aluminum with less rigidity than
previous designs. The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5
degree angle while providing more leverage over the tip and tail of
your board. If you are on a tight budget, but demand lightweight all
mountain performance, this is the binding for you.

CLASSIC BLACK

MINT
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GREY

FIRE
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C-4

C-4

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES M, L

SIZES M, L

Tagline
All-mountain performance in any terrain

Tagline
All-mountain performance in any terrain

Colors
Classic Black, Grey, Fire

Colors
Classic Black, Grey, Fire

Feel
4

Feel
4

Sizes
M, L

Sizes
M, L

Product Description
The C-4 is designed for performance all over the mountain. From
the park to the peak, this binding won't let you down. The OnePiece Ankle Strap contours to the shape of your boot and provides
durability without extra weight. The C-Series Chassis pairs an
aluminum heel cup with a polycarbonate base tray. The aluminum
heelcup provides the feel and durability of aluminum where you
need it while the composite tray offers comfort and a smooth ride.
The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while
providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. The C-4
is designed for all-mountain freestyle performance on a budget.

Product Description
The C-4 is designed for performance all over the mountain. From
the park to the peak, this binding won't let you down. The OnePiece Ankle Strap contours to the shape of your boot and provides
durability without extra weight. The C-Series Chassis pairs an
aluminum heel cup with a polycarbonate base tray. The aluminum
heelcup provides the feel and durability of aluminum where you
need it while the composite tray offers comfort and a smooth ride.
The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while
providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. The C4 is designed for all-mountain freestyle performance on a budget.

CLASSIC BLACK

LIME

C-2

C-2

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES M, L

SIZES M, L

Tagline
A medium flexing boot designed with all-mountain riding in mind

Tagline
A medium flexing boot designed with all-mountain riding in mind

Colors
Black, Lime

Colors
Black, Lime

Feel
2

Feel
2

Sizes
M, L

Sizes
M, L

Product Description
The C-2 is designed with progression in mind. This binding can
take on anything while leaving you with some extra cash for lift
tickets. The C-Series Chassis pairs an aluminum heelcup with a
polycarbonate base tray. The aluminum heelcup provides the feel
and durability of aluminum where you need it while the composite
tray offers comfort and a smooth ride. The One-Piece Ankle Strap
offers performance and comfort without bulk and weight. The
canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while
providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. The C-2
is designed for the all-mountain rider looking for performance and
value.

Product Description
The C-2 is designed with progression in mind. This binding can
take on anything while leaving you with some extra cash for lift
tickets. The C-Series Chassis pairs an aluminum heelcup with a
polycarbonate base tray. The aluminum heelcup provides the feel
and durability of aluminum where you need it while the composite
tray offers comfort and a smooth ride. The One-Piece Ankle Strap
offers performance and comfort without bulk and weight. The
canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while
providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. The C2 is designed for the all-mountain rider looking for performance
and value.

BLACK
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AL-6

CL-6

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES S, M

SIZES S, M

Tagline
Lightweight, comfortable and durable, the AL-6 is an unreal binding
at the perfect price

Tagline
A mix of aluminum and composite materials that shines light on
lightness, responsiveness and stability

Colors
Black, Mint

Colors
Classic Black, Lilac

Feel
6

Feel
6

Sizes
S, M

Sizes
S, M

Product Description
The AL-6 is designed for all-mountain versatility. This binding is at
home anywhere on the mountain from the park to the peak. The
AL-6 is designed for riders looking for the precise feel of aluminum
at great price. The A-Series Aluminum Chassis provides the
reactive flex and power transfer of aluminum with less rigidity than
previous designs. The Reversible Ankle Strap provides high-end
performance, durability, and all-day comfort without any extra
weight. Urethane in the Slimeback™ Highback provides a smooth
ride and allows for maximum lateral mobility. The canted footbed
aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing more
leverage over the tip and tail of your board. The AL-6 is designed
for customers seeking the responsive feel of aluminum in a binding
they can take anywhere.

Product Description
The CL-6 is designed for the rider that wants comfort and
performance in a smooth ride. The C-Series Performance Chassis
pairs an aluminum heel cup with a glass filled nylon base tray. The
aluminum heel cup provides the feel and durability of aluminum
where you need it while the composite tray offers comfort and a
smooth ride. The Reversible Ankle Strap provides high-end
performance, durability, and all-day comfort without any extra
weight. The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree
angle while providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your
board. The CL-6 is designed for customers seeking the smooth
feel of composite in an all-mountain binding.

BLACK

MINT
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BLACK

LILAC

PEACHY

CL-4

CL-4

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES S, M

SIZES S, M

Tagline
An all-mountain binding for every rider looking to up their game

Tagline
An all-mountain binding for every rider looking to up their game

Colors
Classic Black, Peachy

Colors
Classic Black, Peachy

Feel
4

Feel
4

Sizes
S, M

Sizes
S, M

Product Description
The CL-4 is will take your riding to the next level. The C-Series
Chassis pairs an aluminum heelcup with a polycarbonate base tray.
The aluminum heelcup provides the feel and durability of aluminum
where you need it while the composite tray offers comfort and a
smooth ride. The One-Piece Ankle Strap offers all day comfort. The
canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while
providing more leverage over the tip and tail of your board. The CL4 is designed for riders seeking a smooth all-mountain binding that
is comfortable all over the mountain.

Product Description
The CL-4 is will take your riding to the next level. The C-Series
Chassis pairs an aluminum heelcup with a polycarbonate base
tray. The aluminum heelcup provides the feel and durability of
aluminum where you need it while the composite tray offers
comfort and a smooth ride. The One-Piece Ankle Strap offers all
day comfort. The canted footbed aligns your joints with a 2.5
degree angle while providing more leverage over the tip and tail of
your board. The CL-4 is designed for riders seeking a smooth allmountain binding that is comfortable all over the mountain.

BLACK
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CL-2

K-1

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES S, M

SIZES S, M

Tagline
User friendly while focused on progression, the CL-2 is a mediumflex binding that won’t break the bank but will advance your riding
all winter

Tagline
Technology found in adult bindings in a pint-sized package for the
kiddos
Colors
Black

Colors
Black

Feel
1

Feel
2

Sizes
S, M

Sizes
S, M

Product Description
The K-1 has all the features of our men’s bindings sized for smaller
riders. This kid’s binding comes with the C-Series Chassis that
pairs an aluminum heel cup with a polycarbonate base tray. This
provides ultimate adjustability to fit multiple boot sizes. The
aluminum heel cup provides the feel and durability of aluminum
where you need it while the composite tray offers comfort and a
smooth ride. The One-Piece Ankle Strap offers performance and
comfort without bulk and weight. The K-1 is designed for kids that
demand high-end features and performance.

Product Description
The CL-2 is designed for progression, comfort and ease of use.
The C-Series Chassis pairs an aluminum heel cup with a
polycarbonate base tray. The aluminum heel cup provides the feel
and durability of aluminum where you need it while the composite
tray offers comfort and a smooth ride. The canted footbed aligns
your joints with a 2.5 degree angle while providing more leverage
over the tip and tail of your board. The One-Piece Ankle Strap
provides high-end performance, durability, and all-day comfort
without any extra weight. The CL-2 is designed for riders seeking
an all-mountain binding on a budget.

BLACK
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BLACK

MICRO
Pricing
SIZES XS, S
Tagline
For the tiny tykes who are ready to turn and burn
Colors
Black
Feel
1
Sizes
S
Product Description
This will be the first binding you ever buy for your little one so make
it count. The Micro is a perfect fit for the smallest of boot sizes and
features a Single Strap Entry for ease of use both on the kid and
the parent when they’re learning how to strap in. The highback also
adjusts to allow for multiple sizes, making The Micro the best
choice for absolute beginners.

BLACK
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BLACK

RIDE DUFFLE

RIDE EVERYDAY PACK

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 1SZ

SIZES 1SZ

Tagline
The Perfect Size

Tagline
Everyday Reliabilty

Colors
Black

Colors
Black

Volume
80L

Volume
28L

Sizes
70cm x 32cm x 32cm

Sizes
52cm x 28cm x 23cm

Product Description:
When the homies come to pick you up, or more realistically, when
you go to pick up the homies and take them to the mountain,
having your gear all dialed in one spot is a game changer. The
duffel holds the boots in the bottom, the outerwear up top, hats
gloves goggles on the side and your tool up front. With a couple of
back pack straps you are sure to be organized, ready and first to
the lift line WITH time to stop and grab a coffee. The simple things.
Pair the duffel with the perfect board bag, and you've got a
luggage kit that will take you and all your gear, just about anywhere
in the world.

Product Description:
The name says it all. When you leave the house, this is the bag you
take. Straps for your board, pockets for your stuff. We live in the
rain and snow, so this thing was designed to handle a bit of both.

BLACK
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BLACK
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THE PERFECT SNOWBOARD BAG

BLACKENED BOARD BAG

Pricing

Pricing

SIZES 1SZ

SIZES 157, 172

Tagline
Everything You Need

Tagline
Protection at its best

Colors
Black

Colors
Black

Volume
Fits up to 170cm board

Volume
60L, 65L

Sizes
175cm x 30cm x 15cm

Sizes
Fits boards up to 157cm or 172cm

Product Description:
Board bags go through hell, and we like the things inside them way
too much to compromise. The perfect size, the perfect shape and
the perfect material will assure your board boots binders and the
rest of your stuff makes it to the destination unscathed. Water
resistant outer will keep your gear dry and ready to ride when you
get to your destination.

Product Description:
Trains, Planes and automobiles. Chuck your gear into this bag and
get it from A to B safe and sound. Don't over think it. A bag that
fits your board, and a strap that will keep your life simple and
organized.

BLACK

UNFORGIVEN BOARD SLEEVE
Pricing
SIZES 157, 172
Tagline
Wrap it up
Colors
Black
Volume
50L, 55L
Sizes
Fits boards up to 157cm or 172cm
Product Description:
Bag it up. Perfect for storing the board in the off season or
assuring no damage during a travel day. The unforgiven bag is a no
BS bag that is lightweight and easy to own.

BLACK
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